Changes to WMO-No.-1060 The Manual on the WMO Information
System to take effect from 15 May 2014.
Make the following changes to the XML versions of the code lists
1
Change the capitalization of the descriptions in the XML representation of the
code lists to correspond to that in the Manual on WIS.
2

Remove nulls from the end of the XML representation of code lists.

3
Correct the spelling of “improved” in the description of code list entry
“CI_DateTypeCode_revision” in code table "CI_DateTypeCode"
4
Add two entries to the code table for "WMO_CategoryCode" to correspond to the
additions in Table 13 of Appendix C Part 2:
spaceWeather
atmosphericComposition

Correct the documentation of how to specify a bounding box in gml
Make the following change to Paragraph 2.2.3 of Appendix C Part 2 to correct an error in
the specification of the XPATH.
/gmd:MD_Metadata/gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/
↘gmd:extent/gmd:EX_Extent/gmd:geographicExtentgmd:geographicElement
/gmd:EX_GeographicBoundingBox

Add category keywords
Add the following entries to the end of table 13 of Appendix C Part 2
Name

Domain
code

Definition

21.

spaceWeather

020

changing environmental conditions in outer
space. Space weather describes the conditions in
space that affect Earth and its technological
systems.

22.

atmosphericComposition

021

the chemical abundance in the earth's
atmosphere of its constituents including nitrogen,
oxygen, argon, carbon dioxide, water vapour,
ozone, neon, helium, krypton, methane, hydrogen
and nitrous oxide

Extend the applicability of WMOOther
Modify entry 4 in Table 14 of Appendix C Part 2 to remove the limitation of WMOOther to
data intended for global distribution.
Name

4.

WMOOther

Domain
Code
003

Definition

Data identified for global distribution via WMO
infrastructure (GTS / WIS) that is not covered by
WMO Resolution 25 or WMO Resolution 40; e.g. aviation
OPMET data. Data marked with “WMOOther” data policy
shall be treated like “WMOAdditional” where a more
precise definition of the data policy may be additionally
supplied within the metadata. In all cases it shall be the
responsibility of the data consumer to ensure that they
understand the data policy specified by the data provider –
which may necessitate dialogue with the data publisher for
confirmation of terms and conditions.

End of changes

